New clinical and electrocardiographic classification in patients with idiopathic ventricular fibrillation.
The presence of early repolarization (ER) recently has been considered as a prognostic marker for sudden cardiac death in patients with idiopathic ventricular fibrillation (IVF), but there are certain numbers of IVF patients lacking ER. We aimed to clarify the clinical and electrocardiographic characteristics of the patients with IVF in the presence and absence of ER. We studied 64 consecutive IVF patients from the Japan Idiopathic Ventricular Fibrillation Study (J-IVFS) registry, which subjected with at least one episode of documented VF in the absence of structural heart diseases and excluding Brugada syndrome. We assessed clinical and electrophysiological characteristics in the IVF patients with and without ER. ER was defined as J-point elevation of >0.1 mV in either inferior or lateral leads. Twelve-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) demonstrated 24 (38%) of 64 patients with ER (ER[+] group) and the remaining 40 (62%) patients without ER (ER[-] group ). ER[+] group had a male predominance (92% for males) and ER[-] group revealed nearly equal distribution in both sexes. While no patients in ER[+] group showed intraventricular conduction disturbance (CD) with abnormal axis deviation and/or bundle branch block in ECG, 9 in ER[-] group had signs of CD (ER[-]/CD[+] subgroup). ER[-]/CD[+] subgroup had prolonged P-R interval and QRS duration compared to other patient groups. We found 3 distinct ECG patterns in IVF patients. In addition to the presence and absence of ER, there is a subgroup without ER demonstrating intraventricular CD, which represents a distinct clinical entity of IVF.